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…

[Knowledge] only works if each person makes links 
as he or she browses, so writing, link creation, and 

browsing must be totally integrated. If someone 
discovers a relationship but doesn't make the link, he 

or she is wiser but the group is not.

Personal skills and experience are just the sort of 
thing which need hypertext flexibility. People can be 

linked to projects they have worked on, which in turn 
can be linked to...

Tim Berners-Lee. Weaving the web. The original 
design and ultimate destiny of the World Wide Web



What will we see?

1. How to use web tools to build an academic network

2. How to optimize the first steps in a research

3. A case study

What will we NOT see?

1. How to do research

2. The end of the traditional means to 
disseminate/publish research



Because… the problem is:

Introna, L. D. & Nissenbamum, H. (2000). “Shaping the Web: Why the 
Politics of Search Engines Matters”. A The Information Society, 16 

(3), 169-185. Abingdon: Taylor & Francis

received: 17 July 1997

accepted: 24 November 1998

published: July 2000 (aprox)

1997: Larry Page & Page Rank

1998: Larry Page + Segei Brin + 
$$$ = Google

2000: 100,000,000 
searches/month, Google 
AdWords, Google Toolbar



INTRO: WEB 2.0



What is it

The web as platform. Standards. Semantic Web.
The read/write web. Architecture of participation and network effect
Data hegemony (HTML XHTML, dynamic pages)
Freedom to create and share
LAMP, feed (xml/atom/rss), blog, wiki, e-portfolio, open access, CC

What does it imply

The creator is the editor: immediacy vs. lack of filtering
Visibility based on popular meritocracy, based on content and 

technology
Conversations, implicit virtual communities. Emerging behaviour

Introduction: about the Web 2.0



EXIST



Digital identity
- who am I
- what do I do / what does interest me
- what have I done
- where am I



READ



Reading feeds

The RSS feed

Bloglines (www.bloglines.com)



Be up to date with information:
- what has happened
- who has said it
- who is reading it / who is interested in it



Be up to date with research:
- with no filters
- with no waits



WRITE



The blog

Content manager (≈ easy)

Chronologic (inverse)

Web

RSS output

Daily?

Personal / intimate?

News?

WordPress (www.wordpress.org)



Digital store:
- Digital resources gathering
- News and current events
- Information
- Materials
- State of the art research



Digital notebook:
- Writing, analysis, abstraction, synthesis… 
training. 
- Read think write

- Non-stop updating
- Specialization
- Training



STORE



The wiki

Content manager (≈ easy)

“ultralinkable”

(Multi-)Categorizable

Web

RSS output

Collaborative?

MediaWiki (www.mediawiki.org)



Digital store II:
- Categorized
- Searchable
- Accessible / Portable



Digital store III:
- The file
- Linked forward and backwards
- RSS output



Digital identity II:
- Updating/explicitation of interests and 
academic direction
- Structural changes
- Work in progress



NETWORK













Network:
- Be present in the relevant forums
- Know other investigators
- Be known by other investigators



SELFARCHIVING



The bibiographic manager

Bibliographic manager

Searchable

Linkable

Web

RSS output

BibCiter (www.ictlogy.net/bibciter/about.php)



Digital store IV:
- Well sorted references



Digital store V:
- The stored bibliography
- The public bibliography



Digital identity II & Digital store VI:
- Selfarchiving
- e-Porfolio



SELFPUBLISHING



Digital store VII:
- Provide the publications with formality
- ISSN
- ISBN



RESULTS



Results
Identity

live “CV”
Internet positioning

Network
Invitation to evaluate articles and 

communications
Invitation to impart conferences 

and seminars
Presence in relevant places
“place in the world”
Participation in projects

Read / be informed
Subscription to more relevant 

sources
Personal board about current 

news

Store
450 notes
200 files
475 works, 400 authors

Selfarchiving / selfpublishing
e-Portfolio
Review
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